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 JUDITH N. SHKLAR

 Jean-Jacques Rousseau and Equality

 "Je concois un nouveau genre de service ? rendre aux hommes: c'est de leur
 offrir l'image fidelle de l'un d'entre eux afin qu'ils apprennent ? se connoitre."1
 Rousseau's mirror was meant to reflect both our private and public faces, and
 without disguise. What were we to see? The image of man as a self-made vic
 tim. Rousseau was preeminently the philosopher of human misery. His entire
 design was to show how mankind had built a social prison for itself. In the
 course of this enterprise Rousseau produced a veritable encyclopedia of egalitar
 ian ideas, unique both in its scope and in the personal passion that informs it.
 For Rousseau chose to write from the vantage point of the wretched. He was
 not, however, blind to the intellectual difficulties of the very idea of equality,
 and it is the blending of emotion and intelligence that gives his pages their
 unique quality. He did not invent the secular idea of equality, but he was its
 most complete and eloquent defender.

 Rousseau chose to speak for and as one of the poor, but he did not share the
 limitations of their condition. He knew the privileged well and could address
 them with extraordinarily, perhaps surprisingly, great effect. Certainly he still
 moves that public. One of the more notable aspects of contemporary egalitarian
 ism is that it is usually promoted by the competent and relatively rich for the
 sake of the feeble and poor. To say that it is merely the ideological vehicle for
 the politically ambitious does not suffice to explain the prevalence, especially
 among the young, of the conviction that inequality must go. The style of argu
 ment may be dry and pedestrian often, but the real inspiration is not revealed
 by words alone. It is compassion, pity, guilt, and shame or an aesthetic disgust
 at the very thought of so much man-made misery that forces men and women to
 abandon class, caste, and self-interest "to cast in (their) lot with the victims," in

 William Morris' words.2 Wave upon wave of social outrage has swept over suc
 cessive generations of Anglo-Americans moved by evangelical protestantism,
 utilitarian benevolence, and simply an immense pity.3 Pity itself is old as man
 kind, but as a political force it is new. Rousseau did not invent it, perhaps, but
 he was the first to explain, to diagnose, and finally to judge it. That is because
 he made no attempt to disguise the personal and emotional aspects of his whole
 argument. Equality was not a quasilegal fiction for him, and inequality not
 something that others suffered. When he announced to his shocked readers that
 all our vices had their origin in inequality, he meant to take a wholly new view
 of the moral world: the way it looks from the very bottom of society.4

 13
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 14  JUDITH N. SHKLAR

 The enduring source of Rousseau's insight into the condition of inequality
 was personal experience. His fateful decision to make his private life into a
 public document was grounded in the belief that his existence was politically
 significant. He alone had lived in every class of society without belonging to a
 single one of them. He had dined with princes and supped with peasants on the
 same day. Although born a citizen of a republic, he was ending his days as a
 refugee, enjoying "la c?l?brit? des malheurs."5 He was "the watchmaker's son"
 against whom all the states of Europe had formed a league. It was therefore he
 alone who could and did speak of equality as only a universal victim could. In
 this also he felt alone, especially in France, where "only masters and valets were
 wanted and where equality was held in horror."6

 Masters and valets were the two poles of Rousseau's society. He had been a
 footman in several households, and he could speak of this peculiarly degrading
 situation as an insider. It was here that he learned to hate violently the ruling
 classes whose cruelty, pettiness, prejudices, and vices revolted him to the end of
 his days.7 It was here also, more significantly, that he acquired his numerous
 vices. All valets are rogues and cheats. It is inherent in their position, and
 Rousseau was no exception. Envy, lying, dissimulation, dishonesty, and dis
 loyalty to one's fellow servants are normal for valets. That is the wage for being
 dependent on others. The master is, in turn, corrupted by power. He becomes
 cruel and brutal.8 As a general rule, for there are always a few exceptions, "la
 canaille des valets" is the lowest form of humanity?except for their masters.9
 There was little difference between domestic service and slavery for Rousseau.
 The two were separated only by the extent of personal dependence. That was
 the real evil, and it was morally devastating. No bonds of duty or of mutual
 obligation can be formed where one is completely helpless, the other omni
 potent to all intents and purposes.

 Rousseau was far more radical than Figaro. Beaumarchais' hero has long
 been recognized as a revolutionary figure. The servant who is smarter than his
 master had always been a stock figure of the comic stage, but Figaro was the first
 to resent it. That a gifted, competent, and honest man should serve a decadent
 nobleman was, suddenly, an outrage. That the likeable countess should have a
 maid, however, was not at all objectionable. For it was not the very existence of
 domestic service that was wrong. Figaro was rebelling against a system that
 subordinated useful talent to mere birth. He personified a circulation of ?lites.
 Rousseau clearly implied more, but he also had had a Figaro-like experience.
 Once, while serving at table he was able to demonstrate to an assembled aristo
 cratic family that he was far better educated than the son of the house. He never
 forgot the sweet delight of that moment when things were for once "put in their
 natural order."10 The unnatural order was, however, what prevailed, and
 Rousseau's response to it went beyond Figaro's. It reached that revolutionary
 point that Tocqueville located halfway between an aristocratic and a democratic
 r?gime.11 In the ancien r?gime the world "downstairs" mirrors that of "up
 stairs," and the servant identifies himself with the master so completely that he

 may well lose any sense of selfhood. Such was the faithful domestic retainer. In
 a democracy the servant is an employee who receives wages for services in an
 impersonal quid pro quo exchange in which the opinion of mutual equality
 prevails. In the period of transition, however, the master is "malevolent and
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 JEAN-JACQUES ROUSSEAU AND EQUALITY  15

 soft," while the servant is "malevolent and intractable." Tocqueville had his
 reservations about the arrangement that created trusted retainers, and he knew
 that the democratic equality between servants and masters was only a sort of
 "fancied" opinion, not an actuality. He thought, as did Rousseau, that con
 tracting for services was an improvement over a wholly servile state. The ex
 slave in the North was very much like the base laquays, at the bottom of the old
 domestic order. They were "obstinate and cringing." The intermediary condi
 tion of revolution he deemed the worst. It had been Rousseau's own state, and

 he did not deny that it had brought him to the lowest moral point, as well as to a
 state of intolerable resentment.

 The slave is only one degree below the valet. In slave households neither
 master nor slave belongs to a family, but only to a class.12 The demoralization is
 the same for all domestic servants, but slavery is, in addition, totally unjust, or
 to be exact?anti just. It is a situation which cannot be mitigated, because the

 master cannot be a master without a slave, while the slave has no self at all.13
 The two are locked into a situation of total mutual dependence. That is why
 slavery is a paradigm for all the lesser states of personal dependence: it reveals so
 starkly what is wrong with all of them. The social contract is the only cure for
 them, because it alone depersonalizes, and so moralizes obedience.14 The neces
 sity for such a step becomes clear when one considers slavery. To begin with, it
 is wrong, because no man can have the right to sell his life. Only property can
 be bought, and property is a social creation, while one's life is a gift of nature.
 As suicide is wrong, so is selling oneself, since in both cases one is trading away
 something that is not wholly one's own. Certainly the life of children cannot be
 alienated by their parents. The Aristotelian argument that some people are nat
 urally born slaves mistook the effect for the cause. It is enslavement that makes
 imbeciles, not the other way around. The most important reason we cannot sell
 ourselves is, however, moral. No one may simply give up his moral responsibil
 ities, but the slave does just that. Without the power to make choices, he loses
 his moral personality.15 His existence is antijust, an offense against the moral
 order. For enslavement is an assertion of pure force, which can give rise to no
 ties of duty or obligation, and the slave may rebel, if he can, in a simple act of
 counterassertion. Slavery is that ultimate point of personal dependence where
 right and wrong cease to apply.

 Unjust, false, and degrading as slavery is, Rousseau did not forget that the
 finest of the classical republics depended on slave labor so that its citizens might
 have the leisure for self-government. That did not prove that slavery could be
 right, but merely that all civil institutions are subject to imperfections.16 For
 slavery, like all the lesser kinds of social dependence, is systematic, not in
 cidental. All the various degrees of inequality create the given social pattern to
 which individuals adapt. People had sympathized with Rousseau when he was
 sacked, but it was part of his position to be subject to that injustice, and so no
 one did anything. The poor are sacrificed to the rich by the maxims of all actual
 societies and by all legal systems, since these exist to stabilize inequalities of

 wealth.17 For in the end, all inequalities can be reduced to rich and poor.18 Even
 slavery is possible only because ofthat difference. That is why there is only one

 way to root out slavery: no one may be so rich as to buy another and no one so
 poor as to be tempted to sell himself. That is the basic minimum of equality
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 16  JUDITH N. SHKLAR

 required for personal freedom.19 It is not enough to achieve justice. For that,
 another kind of equality is needed. "Moral and lawful equality" must replace
 the inequalities, both physical and intellectual, "that nature may have imposed
 upon mankind."20

 What did Rousseau mean by natural inequality and "moral and legal equal
 ity?" Obviously he did not believe that men were "created equal" or alike. Hu

 man beings differ from one another at birth and throughout life.21 However, in
 their natural presocial condition, when they are isolated and perfectly free,

 men's talents do not manifest themselves, nor do they matter. Only when men
 congregate and their intelligence develops do differences in natural endowment
 become significant. Then competition replaces egoism, and newly acquired
 skills and needs bring on the division of labor, mutual dependence, and accumu
 lation of possessions. Inequality now is an established given among associated

 men, and the institutions of property, law, and government follow.22 The ce
 ment that holds all this together is not egoism, which is a perfectly healthy
 instinct, but vanity, the desire to shine in the eyes of others and to climb up the
 social ladder. Otherwise those who benefit least from this system would not
 accept it so readily.23 Men are not just oppressed but also deluded. They are,
 moreover, deeply divided within and among themselves, because the impulses
 of nature survive in the social state.24 The exercise of power is an assertion of
 natural inequality, but might cannot make right. Physical prowess cannot make
 obligation, only submission. As soon as the oppressed can fight back, they will
 do so. Conquest, like slavery, is a harsh fact of life, and so is rebellion.25 To
 become socialized we need to do more than just cease to be "stupid and limited
 animals"?we need a moral life.26

 Even the worst societies have some standards of right and wrong, which
 create some notion of duty. The trouble is that the rules have no other purpose
 than to freeze people into positions of such inequality that only bonds of fear,
 not obligation, can develop. How can one have social rules that really serve the
 interests of all men? How can men be made to obey without anyone command
 ing, given "men as they are"?27 If everyone openly agrees to a single set of rules
 to be equally and impersonally applied to all, then the citizens are all perfectly
 free, for they obey only themselves. To achieve that impersonality of legal
 rulership, the "total alienation of each associate of himself and his rights to the
 community" is the first step.28 Nature must be really abandoned, so that each
 one can put himself in an identical relation to the whole. That way no one has
 an interest in making the rules onorous. Everyone receives the same rights and
 all oblige themselves to obey and to receive the protection of the laws under the
 same conditions.29 It is a wholly artificial equality. The criminal is not the equal
 of the good citizen, but both are measured by the same yardstick. Just as money
 is a neutral standard which allows us to compare widely different commodities
 for purposes of fair exchange, so the law allows us to make fair judgments of
 civil worth.30 Absolute equality is unthinkable in any society. All have stan
 dards, which some men meet and others do not. The question is how to have
 just rules of distribution according to which we judge some to be good and
 others bad. Rousseau thought this so obvious that he put it in a footnote.31 The
 argument is, however, still offered with considerable flourish by the defenders
 of inequality. That is because it is incompatible with such rejections of all dis
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 tributive justice as the communist formula, "from each according to his abilities,
 to each according to his need." That may, in fact, provide the basis for new
 kinds of rules, but not, as Marx knew, for "men as they are" here and now.32
 The issue is not really equality here, and Rousseau's point is elementary. Since
 no society can exist without rules, the great question is which are the least
 onerous.

 How much equality is needed for the rule of law? The people know well
 enough that equality before the law is in their interest, that when exceptions are
 made it will not be for the benefit of the many.33 Nevertheless "the force of
 things" is always against equality, even though it is so obviously best for most
 men all of the time. Equality is not self-perpetuating, and the problem is there
 fore not how much equality, but how to maintain the degree of equality neces
 sary to prevent injustice.34 The point to be avoided is when the rich can bend
 the law in their own favor. There is no easy way to that end, for although the
 general will, the will of society considered as a single whole, always tends to
 equality, each one of us has a particular will which yearns for privilege. This
 unsocialized self would not in itself be dangerous if it were not organized. The
 perpetual threat to equality comes from factions, combinations, special associa
 tions, all of which become dominating castes.35 There is a familiar populist
 sense of conspiracy here, all the more so since Rousseau was personally ob
 sessed by it. Who was to rescue mankind from these multiple threats? The state
 as a paternal savior was the only possible hope. That introduces a new idea of
 freedom. Partial associations are bound to create personal dependencies, and
 these are so much power withdrawn from the "body of state."36 Freedom is
 defined, here, as the unimpaired strength of the state, not as personal choice.
 Dependence on private persons is a loss of freedom now, because it diminishes
 the state, not because it enchains the subordinate. Freedom is in reliance on the

 state's laws which one has made. For one then is not doing anything one does not
 want to do, which is Rousseau's definition of freedom in society. It is ex
 ceptionally negative. Obeying one's socialized public ego is not being forced by
 anyone else.37 To that end equality is absolutely necessary, because one cannot
 identify with the law fully in its absence.

 Equality, however, is not enough to ensure that the force of the state be
 recognized as a liberation. Heavy doses of civic education and manipulation by
 a great legislator and by censors are needed to keep the civic self alive.
 Rousseau's medicine may well have been worse than the disease. It is, however,
 absurd to overlook the psychological truth to which he points. He and many
 other people who have no self-confidence experience paternal rule as liberating.
 Protection is not freedom, but it certainly may feel just like it. Nevertheless,
 anyone who thinks that pluralism and diversity of views and manners are the
 very core of freedom will look upon Rousseau's definition of freedom as a simple
 abuse of the word.38 The liberty of those who can cope on their own is one that
 rejoices in conflict and competition. To those who see themselves as unalterably
 weak and subject to oppression by an endless army of predators, this prospect is
 a nightmare. Rousseau chose to see society from their perspective, and his view
 of freedom follows from it.

 In fact Rousseau was not oblivious to some of the difficulties that a policy of
 preventing inequality might create. To suppress potentially dangerous particu
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 lar associations requires a strong government. That immediately creates a prob
 lem, for the government is also a "particular association." It has, like all the
 others, whether they be military or religious, loyalties and interests that are at
 odds with those of the general public.39 The means of domination are always
 readily at hand. The purposes and the actual tasks of governments are therefore
 usually incompatible. Governments are necessary to enforce the law, not to
 make it; that is to be done by the sovereign people.40 As executive agents, gov
 ernments should in principle have no arms of their own. However, their work is
 such as to make them the masters, rather than the servants of the people. They

 must prevent the rise of wealth and poverty which would quickly make a mock
 ery of the social contract. For once there are rich and poor, every law serves the
 former. To achieve equality the government must command ample forces, and
 with that the awful equality of despotism may eventually come.41

 For all their defects, Rousseau could imagine governments that could suc
 cessfully impose and maintain equality. The conditions that he set might seem
 Utopian, but in fact they amount to the very opposite: an exact estimate of the
 full cost of equality. There would be very little divison of labor in a subsistence
 economy with no foreign trade as part of a society that would have no arts or
 sciences or any civilization to speak of. The price of equality is the elimination,
 preferably through taxation, of any surplus. Rousseau knew perfectly well that
 no modern European, certainly not any of his Genevan fellow citizens, was
 interested enough in equality to accept such harsh terms. Corsica might try to
 create equality at such a cost, but no one else would. Rousseau was ex
 ceptionally honest here. He had no intention of claiming that equality could be
 had cheaply, or that civilized people could really afford it. If Corsica was to
 attempt a policy of equality, all opportunities for the accumulation of riches

 must simply be eliminated. In a permanently underdeveloped, agrarian society,
 that is readily avoided. Under this "rustic system" each one produces enough
 for himself and his family and is discouraged by taxation from doing more.
 Under primitive noncommercial conditions there will be no atrophy of in
 centives to work, for self-sufficiency requires a lot of hard labor. The state will
 be rich, the people poor, and there will be a minimum of inequality.42 Contem
 porary political theorists who see Rousseau as the prophet of Third World de
 mocracy have not taken full account of these views. The hope that Third World
 countries might retain enough traditional social cohesion to avoid the class divi
 sions of the former colonial powers may, or may not, be reasonable. Since these
 countries are determined to become developed technological societies, however,
 they are not taking Rousseau seriously. He at least took it for granted that the
 equality of rustic systems such as Corsica's could not survive even commerce
 and money, not to mention industrial economies. Whatever the rhetoric, the
 ?lites of these countries and their Western champions owe little to Rousseau's
 vision of agrarian equality.43

 Rousseau's preference for the rustic system was inspired not only by his
 egalitarianism, but also by a deep moral distaste for luxury. To be sure, luxury
 was, in the first instance, the effect of inequality, but once superfluity existed, it
 was a powerful stimulus to ever greater inequalities. That was not all. Luxury
 was directly corrupting. It made men soft and self-indulgent. It destroyed the
 martial spirit and eroded civic virtue.44 These views had long been a standard
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 feature ofthat civic humanism which was central to early modern radicalism.45
 Robespierre was to be both its epitome and nemesis, whereas Rousseau was
 perhaps its last genuine prophet. If any remnants of this Spartan moralism sur
 vive, it is among those who revile the consumer society as demoralized and
 politically debilitating. Rousseau was, however, far more severe than these con
 temporary critics. Luxury included the arts and sciences, and not only soporific

 Kitsch. It was high culture that provided the garlands to hide the chains which
 imprisoned the people. It entertained the ruling classes and gave artists a means
 to gain public reputations. It kept citizens from their social duties, and ruined
 their private morals. Art as a spectator sport was isolating and ruptured the ties
 of social life. Finally it provided audiences with a pseudomorality. After weep
 ing at the spectacle of suffering, they felt that they had actually done good deeds.

 The best that could be said for the theater was that in a corrupt city, like Paris,
 it kept the dissolute off the streets, where they would commit crimes. Rousseau
 thought that art alienates people, because it provides an imaginary world to

 which one can escape, away from family, work, and social duty.46 Nothing
 could be more opposed to this than Marcuse's complaint that the rationalized
 domestication of art has robbed us of its revolutionary antibourgeois power. For
 him it is precisely high art that enables one to recognize the shoddiness of all
 actuality.47 To Rousseau art looked like a mere escape from actuality, which is
 our one and only world. But then Rousseau did not look forward to revolution
 from above. In fact he did not look forward to anything. Change is always a
 disaster: for societies, because the normal course of history is from bad to worse,
 for the individual, because social mobility is psychologically destructive.48

 Science, Rousseau thought less harmful than high art. For most men it is an
 unsuitable waste of time, but the great scientist is not corrupted as artists and
 writers are. Scientists are not mere peacocks and flatterers of the great. More
 over, Rousseau could imagine popular art that was not destructive. The Swiss
 peasant locked in his cabin might sing, fiddle, and do a little science without
 harm. On the contrary, it kept him and his family happy and united.49 Finally
 there were the public festivals. The Greek drama was a national spectacle unit
 ing citizens in common remembrance of their past. Modern country fairs again
 provide a lot of communal pleasure and renew ties of friendship among hard
 working people.50 This is certainly not a full-blown ideology of popular culture,
 but it is its beginning and it stems from Rousseau's own experience as both a
 successful artist and a failed citizen.51

 In the end luxury was part of the system of rich and poor. Intellectual lux
 ury was an excess of self-development, as material luxury was the production of
 superfluities. Neither would arise if men did not wish to be superior to their
 fellows. The best answer to it was civic education and sumptuary laws, imposed
 especially on the well-to-do.52 That returns us to the difficulty of governmental
 usurpation. It is an unavoidable evil, but it can be postponed. Both the form of
 the government and the vigilance of the sovereign people can do much to put off
 the fate that overcame even the best of republics.53 The best form of govern

 ment varies from place to place, in keeping with the considerations that Mon
 tesquieu had discussed. In principle, however the most just government is the
 one that departs least from the general will which seeks equality. That would be
 direct democracy, but it is possible, if at all, only in a primitive Swiss Canton?
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 not generally. Men fit to govern themselves would need no government at all.54
 The best alternative is an elective aristocracy chosen for brief periods of office
 by the whole people. In general that would mean that the wealthier members of
 society will be elected, but from time to time a poor man should be chosen to
 prove that merit is not ignored.55 This system is not to be confused with repre
 sentative government in which deputies make laws, which is a destruction of
 popular sovereignty, since political justice and freedom depend on popular leg
 islation.56 Representation may be one way to govern large polities, but these
 cannot enjoy much freedom. The citizen is an insignificant cipher, and the rigor
 of the law must be severe to reach a great, dispersed population.57

 Given the difficulties of democratic government, there is always the poten
 tial for tyranny, and only a watchful citizenry can prevent its emergence. This
 is why active political participation is necessary.58 The people do not assemble
 to make new laws. That is to be avoided, as is all change. The popular assem
 blies exist to preserve the republic, not to alter or adapt its laws.59 Their chief
 purpose is to express their confidence in or dissatisfaction with the magistrates
 and to reconfirm the original laws. Sporadic and limited as these gatherings are,
 they clearly are designed to protect the interests of the people at large, and
 everyone is expected to attend and to take an active part in the proceedings.60
 They are clearly very democratic, but they do not aim at the sort of politics
 today called participatory democracy. First of all, Rousseau's assemblies do not
 govern and do not frame policies; that is left entirely in the hands of the elected
 magistrates. The function of participation is also different. It does indeed aim at
 forming a new and better individual citizen, but not by encouraging the "reali
 zation of his creative capacities."61 The citizen is to be relentlessly socialized, to
 remain patriotic, and to achieve personal and social integration by identifying
 directly and constantly with the polity. He is to be made and kept a patriot all
 the time. When the citizens no longer rush to the assembly, all is lost.62 Civic
 commitment also expresses itself in unanimity. When there is a small minority
 vote, it does not matter; a few individuals have erred, and a large majority is
 likely to be close to the general public will. The real disaster is when a majority
 has lost its general will. Then the republic is dead, killed by the particular wills
 to inequality?for men may agree to that also.63 Mutuality of obligation tends to
 evaporate, but assemblies can halt that.

 Rousseau's democracy was not designed to promote a long conversation in a
 "public space," bringing compromise, social change, self-fulfillment, and power
 to one and all. It was far from being eccentric. New England town meetings in
 the eighteenth century were also meant to achieve consensus. Differences were
 generally called unhappy, and the primacy of peace rendered discord, argu
 ment, and parties unacceptable. The meetings were not presented with a choice
 of competing interests or opinions. They met to reassert the unity of townsmen.
 In the absence of coercive authority the town meeting shaped obedience by
 creating harmony, which was achieved by careful compromises and pressures
 well before the meeting took place. Neither the defense of private interests nor
 the projection of personal ideas was welcome.64 Given the small size and exclu
 siveness of the towns, these meetings were not, however, extensively "man
 aged." The advocates of participatory democracy today tend to accept far more
 specialization of functions, and to provide a great deal of direction to those who
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 are to be improved by participating. Its educative ideal is, moreover, highly
 personalized and dynamic. There is none of that in Rousseau. His civic-sol
 dierly peasants may not be plain New Englanders, but the psychic benefit of
 participation for them is also social integrity and mutual peace. The elimination
 of emotional and social conflict is the great objective. Why this requires so much
 civic heroism is not altogether clear, but at least Rousseau did not expect the
 poor to become a heroic proletariat. Certainly creativity, individual self-fulfill
 ment, and personal completion were not what he had in mind. In the end the
 simple domestic contentment of the peasant-citizen was his ultimate test of good
 government, and he in fact expected men to remain "as they are."65 That did
 not mean pluralism or freedom, but censors, tutorial legislators, civic religion,
 and mutual watchfulness. To Rousseau it seemed a price worth paying for polit
 ical cohesion and emotional peace.

 The emphasis on political unanimity and on common mores and beliefs and
 on an essentially plebiscitary system, reveals the distance between Rousseau
 and the New England towns of his time. It is a difference rooted in Rousseau's
 low opinion of the social capacities and general intelligence of most people.

 Community is therefore not an independent ideal for him, the end which equal
 ity is meant to serve. Indeed if by community we mean not only shared atti
 tudes, but also constant interaction between individuals, Rousseau was against
 it. The benefits of solitude were, in his eyes, too great for that. One of the
 advantages of the Swiss mountain cantons was that its people were kept indoors
 and apart by the weather for almost half the year.66 To avoid parties or any
 divisive ongoings each member of the assembly must, before voting, isolate
 himself to seek only his own opinion.67 Each citizen is inextricably bound to the
 state, but each one is alone, a discrete unit in relation to the whole. There are
 indeed to be plenty of festivities in a good society, but the main purpose of
 these, beyond fun and games, is to arrange marriages.68 The community is one
 that has only private and no public functions. It enhances ties of affection in
 hours of leisure, but work and politics are individualized; for relations of depen
 dence and exploitation would otherwise arise. There is, moreover, one commu
 nity in which there is no equality at all?the family. Women are to be inferior to
 their husbands. Equality is between households, not between spouses.69 That
 had something to do with Rousseau's fear that women tended to dominate men.
 Indeed the primacy of isolation expresses a profound sense of weakness and
 inadequacy. In solitude one is at last safe from the domination of others. This is
 not the solitude of Prometheus, but the self-protective flight of the incurably
 weak who are afraid of being bossed.70 Mutuality is achieved by avoiding face
 to-face relationships, and the impersonality of legal relations becomes a sub
 stitute for politics.71 That may not appeal to those who feel a great deal of
 confidence in their ability to hold their own in a free political arena, but it may
 have an obvious advantage for those whose chief hope is to escape subjugation,
 especially in the form of personal dependence.

 Not only are most individuals too weak to protect themselves against the
 strong among them. They are not even able to see and pursue their own best
 interest. The general will, the public will of the people does tend to equality,
 but alas, "the force of things is always against it."72 That is so because "the
 people are stupid."73 The people are simply a collection of potential victims.
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 They are nevertheless better, healthier, and more decent than the rich and pow
 erful. They are also all that matters. Let all the kings and philosophers dis
 appear and everything would go on much as usual.74 These are indeed the
 perennial attitudes of "populism," and Rousseau was surely its original voice.
 American agrarian populism shared his truculence, the demand that the simple
 decencies should receive the respect they deserve, and a certain moralistic dis
 taste for intellectuals. But the hope that, given the opportunity, each man could
 rise by his own efforts was there also. It was wholly absent in Rousseau and in

 most European populism.75 Indeed Rousseau was far better able to accept fail
 ure and rejection than his overwhelming success. "Let no one say that my life is
 of no interest because I am a man of the people," he wrote about his Con

 fessions. 76 He knew of course that he had made his life sensationally fascinating,
 but he preferred to present himself as not only the spokesman, but also as one of
 the people. He had, after all, begun as "the son of a watchmaker."

 The picture of the people as an undifferentiated mass which must be pro
 tected against the depredations of financiers and tax-gatherers is certainly in
 spired by the most intense feelings of class hatred, but it is not the militancy of
 the Marxian proletariat. Rousseau's people are to look backward from tech
 nology and development to a harmony that history has always missed. To be
 sure Rousseau knew as much about social alienation as the author of On the

 Jewish Question. Marx was, however, right not to acknowledge any affinity for
 Rousseau, who was ahistorical and only wanted to escape from, not to trans
 form, the new world that was coming into being. Rousseau's egalitarianism did,
 however, serve that all-purpose antiestablishment fervor which has colored
 every subsequent ideology and has survived them all. Populism is a sort of
 trade-unionism of the victimized, a response to the people seen in terms of its
 sufferings, but there are also far less structured reactions. Pity is likely to be the

 most immediate feeling, and Rousseau certainly meant to arouse it in his read
 ers.

 It has lately been argued that Rousseau invented political pity, and that he
 supplied Robespierre and Saint-Just with the rhetoric of "compassionate zeal"
 on behalf of the wretched.77 That may be something of an exaggeration, but
 there is no doubt that Rousseau did much to advertise pity as a means of creat
 ing bonds of solidarity. He did, however, have much more to say on the sub
 ject.78 Pity is one of man's natural feelings. Natural man identifies immediately

 with the suffering being, whether it be another man or an animal. He knows
 intuitively that he too is a potential sufferer, and he feels briefly the pain he sees.
 That is to be expected, because suffering is the universal experience. To be
 human is to suffer. In simple people, whose passions are not overwhelming, and
 whose intelligence is limited, this capacity for compassion survives in society.
 Among the rich and clever it atrophies. When there is a street fight the market
 women will separate the brawlers; the scholar just shuts the noise out. Never
 theless, pity remains a sweet emotion in society; but it is not quite the same
 sentiment that it was in nature. Now that we compare ourselves to each other all
 the time, there is always an element of self-satisfaction in pity; we are glad that
 it is not we who are suffering when we pity another person. That does not
 render pity socially worthless. On the contrary, even though it be flawed, it is
 still the only feeling likely to bind us to one another. It serves among the people
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 to bring them together, and it would render the wealthy less odious if they
 would not bear the sufferings of others quite so patiently. It is, in fact, common
 among the rich to claim that the poor are too stupid to suffer, and so to absolve
 themselves from the pangs of pity. That is the mature, adult response. In our
 society adolescence is the only age when pity is felt intensely; later, callousness
 is rationalized. Education might attenuate that, but in the long run there must
 be less inequality, so that only the people remain, if pity is to accomplish its
 binding task.79

 The place of pity in society is socially ambiguous. It is a tie between the
 dissociated, but it is no substitute for duty. Without duty there can be no po
 lity, but there would be no impulse to treat people fairly without mutual identi
 fication, which requires compassion. Indeed, Rousseau's own enduring hatred
 for injustice had its germ in a compassionate encounter with a hospitable peas
 ant who lived in fear of tax agents.80 It is, however, very dangerous to let pity
 degenerate into weakness. Compassion must be generalized and depersonalized
 until it is transformed into justice. Pity cures us of hatred, cruelty, and envy,
 but it is no replacement for justice, which depends not on feeling, but on an
 unremitting adherence to rules. Moreover, the kindness that pity expresses
 creates ties of dependence. The feeble cling to their benefactors without gaining
 strength, while the latter soon feel intolerably burdened by the objects of their
 generosity. Rousseau for once spoke as a patron and admitted that he had been
 too weak and too inconstant to endure the obligations that he had incurred by
 his casual acts of benevolence. He simply ran away from his charges.81 Pity is
 too uncertain and fluctuating to guide us in society. We need duty and justice
 that depend on law, not sentiment, which reduces the weak to suffering clients.
 In nature we do not need attitudes that support enduring relationships. Pity is
 fleeting there also, lasting only as long as the sight of suffering is present. Then
 it goes away. It creates no bonds and can be evoked as readily by an animal in
 pain as by another human being. It is no more enduring among socialized men.
 Rousseau had been patronized often enough to know the difference between
 friendship and justice among equals and the benevolence that the strong may
 lavish occasionally on those whom they wish to help.

 Justice, unlike pity, makes the weak independent. By belonging to a polity,
 they gain the strength of citizens, which protects them against the strong in
 body and mind. Compassion binds the weak together, as vanity tears them
 apart, but these ties of natural emotion are quite inadequate in society. They
 cannot protect legitimate interests, nor sustain the public good. Without pity
 we would not be joined, but once we have come together, only justice can make
 society tolerable. That is why the poor must be protected even against pity, lest
 they fall prey to the vices of helplessness. Beggars are the support of tyranny. If
 the poor, who are never disguised, are far from amiable, the rich, when they are
 seen as they really are, are horrible. Rousseau had little use for the consumers of
 pity, but he hated far more those who refused to respond to suffering. Without
 equality there could be no healthy compassion, just as without pity there could
 be no justice.

 Political pity has been with us for more than two hundred years, fired by
 religious revivals, sentimental literature, guilt, and much else. That it is no
 substitute for justice will come as no surprise to those who know the history of
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 America's exslaves. Rousseau is not to blame for the inadequacy of pity, which
 he both stimulated and dissected. On the contrary, by identifying with the
 dispossessed, he could shudder at the harshness of the rich and yet know per
 fectly well that this was not the great question of politics. The real issues clus
 tered around the historically inevitable experience of inequality. What makes
 his account of the majestic progress of inequality and oppression so complete
 and compelling is his refusal to abandon the source of his energy, his unquench
 able sense of personal injury. He was with matchless success able to reveal the
 experiences of the endemically unsuccessful. Other philosophers write about
 those less fortunate than themselves in measured sentences, and they often do
 persuade us of their case. But they do not shake us, as Rousseau does, with his
 epic prose. He alone is the Homer of the losers.
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